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CONDITIONS 
Please forward any changes (employment, address, ... ) to admin.leuven@bbtk-abvv.be If we are not informed in time of a change in your situation, BBTK 

Leuven cannot be held responsible for charging an incorrect contribution nor can a refund be claimed. To appeal to the legal service of BBTK Leuven, you 

must be in order with your contributions as a member of BBTK Leuven and, if applicable, pay an access fee. The opening of a legal file is preceded by the 

member's written agreement with the applicable access and operating rules of this service. The jurisdiction of the Legal Service of the BBTK Leuven 

concerns Belgian labour law and Belgian social security, to the exclusion of any other law. Territorial jurisdiction extends only to the Belgian labour courts 

and tribunals. The Legal Service of BBTK Leuven decides independently and unilaterally on any legal actions abroad (e.g. summons of an employer or 

execution of a Belgian judgment abroad). The legal department autonomously decides on the chances of success of each case - including appeals and 

cassation appeals - and can refuse to bring a case to the competent court. As a member, you have no free choice of lawyer.  Only the fees and costs of the 

lawyer appointed by the legal department of the BBTK Leuven are covered. However, the costs of any medical expertise shall always be charged to the 

member. External advice or opinions given by persons other than the advisors of the BBTK Leuven Legal Department shall not bind or oblige BBTK Leuven in 

any way. Nor is any intervention possible in a case in which another adviser intervenes or has intervened. The complete regulations regarding access to and 

operation of the BBTK Leuven Legal Service can be obtained upon simple request. 
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